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Overview


Mintzberg, Henry and Westley, Frances (2000) Sustaining the institutional environment. *Organization Studies* 21(1): 71-94. (Based on observation of day’s work by Paul Hohnen, Director of Toxic Trade, Forests, Economic and Political Unit, GPI (on 31 October 1993) and Paul Gilding, executive director, Greenpeace International [on 1 November 1993].)


Sachs, Wolfgang (1995) All the world’s a stage. *Guardian* September 20, 1995, Supplement pp.4-5. (Sachs was spokesperson for board of directors of Greenpeace Germany.)


dirt-digging exercise by the capitalist tool, which dwells on dodgy property-
developing by McTaggart but has little real dirt. Interesting sidebar (p. 179)
on fundraising).

Thomas, David (1996) Greenpeace at 25. Financial Post June 1, 1996, Magazine
10, 1995, Review p.4. (Thornton was Greenpeace England’s executive director

of the Earth International and Greenpeace. PhD thesis, University of British
Columbia. xii, 312p. 

van der Heijden, Hein-Anton (1997) Political opportunity structure and the
institutionalisation of the environmental movement. Environmental Politics
6(4): 25-50. (Useful comparison of Greenpeace, Friends of the Earth, WWF
and traditional conservation associations in four countries –France,
Germany, Netherlands, Switzerland, with figures for overall membership
1980-1995, and budgets and employees [1991].)

(on Robert Hunter).

Wapner, Paul (1996) Greenpeace and political globalism. In Wapner, Paul
Environmental activism and world civic politics, Albany: State University of

Wapner, Paul (1995) In defense of banner hangers: the dark green politics of
emergence of radical and popular environmentalism. Albany: State
University of New York Press, pp. 300-314. (Defence of Greenpeace from
radical green critique arguing that GP “bearing witness” operates at the
“ideational” level to change public opinion regarding the environment,
leading to eventual change in ruling public ideas about the environment and
thus in action regarding the environment).

Williamson, Michael (2005) Greenpeace, Amnesty and Oxfam agree code of

History


Boulton, Layla (1995) Greenpeace decides to talk to the enemy. Financial Times
September 30, 1995. p. 3.


**History: state terrorist attack on Rainbow Warrior**


**Dirty tricks/Repression/Policing/Spying**


Erlichman, James (1985) VD slur proves that blackmail won’t stop Greenpeace: focus on Dow Chemicals' tactics in its legal action against members of the environmental group. *Guardian* October 22, 1985.


**Personal accounts**


What they did after Greenpeace: adventures of ex-Greenpeace cadre


Campaign tactics and strategy


**Media and communication strategies**


Doyle, Julie (2007) Picturing the clima(c)tic: Greenpeace and the representational politics of climate change communication. Science as Culture 16 (2): 129 – 150 (analyses history of Greenpeace’s communications on climate change since the early 1990’s).


### Media construction/framing of Greenpeace


**Greenpeace fundraising and marketing**


**Interaction with capital/corporations**


(Yet another interview in which Thilo Bode explains how Greenpeace wants to work with business).


Campaigns

Campaigns: Antartica


Campaigns: Anti-nuclear power

Mobilities 5(3): 311 – 329 (Looks at Greenpeace protest at nuclear construction site in 2007 as well as two other protests).

Campaigns: Anti-nuclear testing


Campaigns: Anti-nuclear war


Campaigns: Anti-toxic waste

Campaigns: Anti-whaling and anti-sealing

Allen, J. (1979) Anti sealing as an industry *Journal of Political Economy* 87(2):423-428 (Classic political economy analysis of anti-sealing as an industry which ‘assumes that the primary motive of the anti-sealing firms is the perpetuation of the firm, rather than the elimination of the Atlantic seal hunt.’ [p.437]).


Campaigns: Climate change


Environmental Law 10(2): 190-198. (By Greenpeace director of Ozone and Greenfreeze projects).


Campaigns: electronics industry and e-waste


Anon (n.d.) An interview with Casey Harrell. 

Campaigns: Fisheries


Campaigns: GMOs


Campaigns: Pulp and paper


Campaigns: Sea dumping

http://archive.greenpeace.org/odumping radioactive/reports/odhistory.pdf accessed 18/10/11. (Parmentier was head of Greenpeace's Political Unit).


Campaigns: Sea dumping: Brent Spar


Campaigns: toxic chemicals


**Country affiliates**

**Greenpeace Australia**


**Greenpeace Brazil**


**Greenpeace Canada**


Cashore, Ben and Steven Bernstein. 1997. Why Greenpeace faltered: last summer activists expected a campaign against clearcut logging in B.C. would


**Greenpeace China**


**Greenpeace Czech Republic**


**Greenpeace England**


**Greenpeace France**

Greenpeace Germany


Greenpeace India


Greenpeace Japan


Greenpeace Mexico

Greenpeace New Zealand


Greenpeace Norway


Greenpeace USA
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